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ABSTRACT For order-disorder transitions of double- and triple-stranded nucleic acid helices, the midpoint temperatures Tm
depend strongly on a-, the mean ionic acbvity of uniunivalent salt. Experimental determinations of d TJ/d In a+ and of the enthalpy
change (Alf) accompanying the transition in excess salt permit evaluation of AL, the stoichiometrically weighted combination
of preferential interaction coefficients, each of which reflects thermodynamic effects of interactions of salt ions with a reactant
or product of the conformational transition
AL =-G °l-A dnTm _'H d(TmIn)\2R72m Jd In a- 2R d Ina-' (1)
Here Alf is defined per mole of nucleotide by analogy to AL. Applicaton of Eq. 1 to experimental values of AlI and Tm yields
values of Ar for the denaturation of B-DNA over the range of NaCI concentrations 0.01-0.20 M (Privalov et al. (1969), Biopoly-
mers 8, 559) and for each of four order-disorder transitions of poly rA-(poly rtJ)n, n = 1, 2 over the range of NaCI concentrations
0.01-1.0 M (Krakauer and Sturtevant (1968), Biopolymers 6, 491). For denaturation of duplexes and triplexes, AL is negative
and not significantly dependent on a-, but AL is positive and dependent on a- for the disproporfionation transition of poly rA poly
rU duplexes. Quantitative interpretatons of these trends and magnitudes of AL in terrs of coulombic and excluded volume
effects are obtained by fitting separately each of the two sets of thermodynamic data using Eq. 1 with Al'f evaluated from the
cylindrically symmetric Poisson-Boltzmann (PB) equaton for a standard model of salt-polyelectrolyte solutons. The only struc-
tural parameters required by this model are: b, the mean axial distance between the projecions of adjacent polyon charges
onto the cylindrical axis; and a, the mean distance of closest approach between a salt ion center and the cylindrical axis. FDixng
biAs and a,, for the multi-stranded (ordered) conformations, we determined the corresponding best fitted values of bls and ass
for single-standed RNA and DNA. The resulting best fitted values of ass are systematically less than aDs by 2-4 A. Uncertainty
in the best-fitted values of b~s is significantly lowerthan in the a¾ss because bks is known with relatively high precision and because
the larger uncertainty in ams has a relatively small effect on the best-fitted values of bss: bss = 3.2 ± 0.6 A for single-stranded
poly rA and poly rU; and bss = 3.4 + 0.2 A for single-stranded DNA. These values are approximately one-halt of those expected
for a fully extended single-stranded conformation. With the best fitted values of ass and bss, our calculations of AFB are in close
quantitative agreement with experimental observations on each of five nucleic acid order-disorder transitions.
INTRODUCTION
Conformational and ligand-binding equilibria of nucleic ac-
ids are in general strongly dependent on salt activity (a,) and
concentration (C3). The effects of a+ on these equilibria can
be analyzed in terms of various theoretical models that quan-
tify the contribution of coulombic interactions to the non-
ideality of the reactant(s) and product(s). The prevalent poly-
electrolyte theories (reviewed by Anderson and Record,
1982, 1990) predict that the average density of structural
charges projected onto the axis of a rod-like (cylindrical)
polyion generally is the single most important parameter that
determines the dependence on a+ of the nonideality resulting
-from coulombic interactions of salt ions with the polyion.
Consequently, any significant alteration in the charge density
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resulting from a conformational transition or binding of a
charged ligand is expected to give rise to an effect of a+ on
the corresponding equilibrium, which can be quantified by
measuring Tm (the midpoint temperature of an order-disorder
transition) orKb. (the observed equilibrium constant defined
in terms of the concentrations of reactant(s) and product(s)).
Order-disorder transitions of multi-stranded nucleic acids
are accompanied by large changes in axial charge density
resulting from strand separation, and in addition may involve
changes in the average axial charge densities of the indi-
vidual strands. These transitions have been characterized
using calorimetric determinations of the transition enthalpy
(KHU), and calorimetric and spectroscopic determinations of
Tm as a function of a- (cf. Krakauer and Sturtevant, 1968;
Privalov et al., 1969; Gruenwedel, 1974; Monaselidze and
Mgeladze, 1977; Filimonov and Privalov, 1978; Hopkins
et al., 1993a). Representative data sets pertaining to natural
polymeric DNA (Privalov et al., 1969) and synthetic
polynucleotides (Krakauer and Sturtevant, 1968) are ana-
lyzed here. More recent studies of the stabilities of triple
helical structures comprising oligoions have been re-
ported by Jin et al. (1993), Hopkins et al. (1993a, b), and
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Singleton and Dervan (1992). These will be the subject
of future analysis.
Previously, Manning (1972,1976) and Record et al. (1975,
1976) analyzed thermodynamic data peraining to the effects
of a, on order-disorder transitions of nucleic acid helices in
terms of analytic expressions deduced from Manning's origi-
nal (limiting-law) version of counterion condensation (CC)
theory (Manning, 1969). According to this approach, the
average axial inter-charge distances (b) of the ordered and
disordered states are the sole structural determinants of the
observed dependence of Tm on a, for an order-disorder tran-
sition of a cylindrical polyion. The analytic expressions for
thermodynamic coefficients that have been deduced from the
CC hypothesis were subsequently obtained by Anderson and
Record (1983) from the Poisson-Boltzmann (PB) cell model
(Marcus, 1955) under conditions of high dilution in all com-
ponents but without the hypothesis of counterion conden-
sation. More generally, the predictions of the PB cell model
do not substantiate the validity of Manning's limiting laws
under typical experimental conditions. Specifically, in the
experimental range of a, where order-disorder transitions of
nucleic acids generally are investigated (0.01-1.0 M), the PB
cell model predicts that the thermodynamic coefficients per-
taining to the individual ordered and disordered states exlhibit
significant C3-dependent deviations from the corresponding
"limiting law" values. Thus, only if these individual depen-
dences on C3 effectively cancel could calculations based on
the PB equation account for experimental observations that
Tm is a linear function of In a, for various (but not all) nucleic
acid order-disorder transitions (Krakauer and Sturtevant,
1968; Privalov et al., 1969).
As an alternative to limiting law expressions, in this paper
we use solutions of the cylindrical PB equation to analyze
changes in preferential interaction coefficients that are evalu-
ated from experimental measurements of Tm and AH' as
functions of a,. Specifically, we calculate the relevant pref-
erential interaction coefficients for a "standard model" of a
polyelectrolyte-electrolyte solution in which the polyion (in
the ordered or disordered state) is characterized by only two
structural quantities: b, the average spacing between polyion
charges projected onto the axis of the cylindrical polyion and
a, the distance of closest approach between the center of a
small ion and the polyion axis. (Anderson and Record (1990)
discuss the standard model assumptions and the conditions
where they are valid.)
In the following section, we summarize the experimental
results reported by Privalov et al. (1969) and by Krakauer and
Sturtevant (1968), and provide background on the use of
preferential interaction coefficients to analyze the effect of
a, on polynucleotide order-disorder transitions. We then de-
scnibe the model of the polyelectrolyte-salt solution implied
by our use of the standard cylindrical PB equation, and de-
scribe the numerical methods used to analyze data and fit
them using our PB calculations. Next, we present the results
of our analyses of experimental data using preferential in-
teraction coefficients calculated by the PB equation. In the
concluding section, the physical implications of our results
are discussed in the context of previously published analyses
of calorimetric and spectroscopic experimental data.
EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL
BACKGROUND
Determination of AIf° and T. for T2 (B form)
DNA denaturation
Privalov et al. (1969) used differential scanning calorimetry
to measure AHl and Tm for denaturation of B-DNA at six
NaCl concentrations in the range 0.011-04205 M, all in ex-
cess of the variable concentrations (0.6-2 mM) of T2 phage
DNA The mean ionic activities (a,) of the electrolyte cor-
responding to the reported concentrations of NaCl and tem-
peratures were interpolated by Privalov et al. (1969) from
tabulated activity coefficients. The original data are repro-
duced as part of Table 1, where the transition enthalpy, AHO,
is expressed in units of cal (mol nucleotide monomer)-'.
Over the range investigated, both Tm and T.- appear to be
linear in In a, (cf. Fig. 1 below).
Determination of AHP and T. for order-disorder
transitions of complexes of poly rA and poly rU
In solution poly rA and poly rU can form a stable duplex,
designated poly rA-poly rU or AU, and/or a stable triplex,
designated poly rA-(poly rU)2 or AU2. The stabilities of
the duplex and triplex species with respect to various less
ordered states are determined by the a, and temperature of
the solution. Krakauer and Sturtevant (1968) constructed a
"phase diagram" (displaying T. as a function of In a, for all
four transitions) using calorimetric and spectroscopic mea-
surements of T.. Krakauer and Sturtevant (1968) measured
Tm and AHl calorimetrically for the transitions shown in
Table 2. Measurements were made at three NaCl concen-
trations for the denaturation of poly rA-poly rU, and at one
TABLE 1 Determinaton of A' for DNA denaturatko from the data of Privabov et al. (1969)
C3 All0
(M) In a+ (cal/mole base) Aarb AfT Ard
0.205 -1.94 4830 -0.0789 (0.0035) 0.0838 (0.0037) -0.0807 (0.0168) 0.0808 (0.0173)
0.115 -2.44 4710 -0.0786 (0.0034) 0.0818 (0.0036) -0.0797 (0.0108) 0.0800 (0.0109)
0.057 -3.11 4640 -0.0802 (0.0035) 0.0806 (0.0035) -0.0804 (0.0047) 0.0804(0.0047)
0.036 -352 4570 -0.0806 (0.0035) 0.0794(0.0035) -0.0802 (0.0059) 0.0801(0.0057)
0.014 -4.21 4580 -0.0834 (0.0037) 0.0795 (0.0035) -0.0819 (0.0140) 0.0817 (0.0129)
0.011 -4.47 4450 -0.0820 (0.0036) 0.0773 (0.0034) -0.0802 (0.0169) 0.0800 (0.0154)
* Subscripts on Alr refer to Eq. 8. Numbers in parentheses give 95% confidence intervals.
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TABLE 2 Calorimetic dIat of K er d Srtevant (1968) used to estimate poly rA and poly rU stractural pma s and
to costru ie phase a for s o py rA and poly rU
T,$ dT1/d In a+ All C3 RT:/AW
Reaction (K) (K) (cal(mol base)-') AT (M) (K)
AU- A + U 317.62 8.51 3690 -0.0783
AU- A + U 324.47 8.51 3975 -0.0809
AU A + U 331.40 8.51 4100 -0.0800 0.104 53.4
AU V½AU2 + ½A 330.62 -650 690 +0.0103 0-263 315
AU2- AU + U 305.23 0.018 159
AU2-A+2U 341.02 113 4233 -0.1034 0-263 54.6
*7'REF is the mnstant of integratioe necsary to calculate T. from dT/d In a_ (cf. Eqs. 9 and 10). The integration is fom In aREF (which is determined
from C3) to In a-. In the table T4F is T. associated with C3E
NaCl concentration for each of the remaining reactions. With
the notable exception of the disproportionation transition of
double-helical poly rA-poly rU, Tm increases linearly with
In a, with a slope that is different for each order-disorder
transition investigated. For disproportionation of poly
rA-poly rU, Tm decreases in a nonlinear fashion with in-
creasing In a, (cf. Fig. 6 below). Krakauer and Sturtevant
(1968) also measured Tm and AHl for three of the four tran-
sitions in solutions containing KCI rather than NaCl. Al-
though the results are qualitatively similar for the two salts,
the curvature of Tm as a function of In a, is more pronounced
for the disproportionation of poly rA-poly rU in KCI solu-
tions. Because Krakauer and Sturtevant (1968) reported calo-
rimetric measurements for disproportionation of poly
rA-poly rU only in the presence ofNaCi, we could not evalu-
ate Al for this transition in the presence of KCI. Krakauer
and Sturtevant (1968) raised some doubt about their meas-
urement of AlP for the transition poly rA (poly rU)2 -* poly
rA-poly rU + poly rU, so we did not include calorimetric
data for this transition in our fitting procedure (described in
Numerical Methods).
Prefernftial inteaco coeicints
In a solution consisting of solvent, one polyelectrolyte com-
ponent, and one electrolyte component, the preferential in-
teraction coefficient, F31, usually is defined as the partial
derivative
r3, 0aC3/C)CJ,)(1)
Here C3 and C. are the molar concentrations of the electrolyte
and the polyion monomer, respectively, and p.1 and P.3 are the
chemical potentials of the solvent and of the electrolyte, re-
spectively. The limiting value of this coefficient as C,,O is
conventionally designated ro . In all cases discussed in this
paper, the limitC. Ois plied and the superscript "o" is
omitted. Similarly, the conventional subscript 3u, which des-
ignates a salt-polyelectrolyte preferential interaction coeffi-
cient expressed per polyion monomer is implied. A super-
script PB is used to indicate that the PB equation was used
to calculate F or Ar, a subscript lower case letter (a-d) is
used to designate Ar evaluated from experimental data using
Eq. 8a-d below, and upper case subscripts are used to des-
ignate the type of polyelectrolyte component to which the
preferential interaction coefficient pertains, where necessary
to avoid confusion (e.g., Frm, FDs, Fss for triple-, double-, and
single-standed species, respectively).
The Donnan membrane equilibrium provides the most di-
rect experimental measurement of F for a three-oomponent
system. Measurements of C3 as a function of C. are obtained
by placing a series of solutions containing salt and various
amounts of polyelectrolyte in dialysis equilibrium across a
semipermeable membrane with solutions containing only
water and salt at a known concentration. Fortunately, F
ceases to vary detectibly at values of C. that are experimen-
tally accessible, so that F can be evaluated as the slope of a
linear plot of C3 vs. Cu.
Extensive discussions of the physical significance of F,
especially in the context of the Donnan equilibrium, have
been given elsewhere (Gross and Strauss, 1966; Anderson
and Record, 1980, 1982, 1983). The quantity -2F can be
considered as the "thermodynamic degree of dissociation" of
counterions from (and 1 + 2r the extent of thermodynamic
binding to) a polyelectrolyte (Gross and Strauss, 1966;
Anderson and Record, 1982, 1983). Therefore, -2AF can be
interpreted as the difference between the thermodynamic de-
gree of counterion dissociation of the product(s) and the re-
actant(s) involved in a given conformational transition.
Where -2A1 is positive for an order-disorder transition, the
transition can be interpreted as accompanied by the release
of thermodynamically bound counterions (Anderson and
Record, 1982, 1983).
The deviation of F from its ideal Donnan value (IFia =
-0.5 for uniunivalent salt) is determined primarily by two
classes of interactions: i) long range coulombic attractions
and repulsions of mobile salt ions with the fixed structural
charges on the polyion; and ii) short range repulsions of salt
ions with the polyion caused by their mutual excluded vol-
ume. According to the model of the system presupposed by
the use of the cylindrically symmetric PB equation, the in-
teraction potential caused by the polyion charge distribution
is completely characterized by the distance, b, defined as the
average axial spacing between structural charges projected
onto the cylindrical axis of the (model) polyion. The ther-
modynamic consequences of coulombic interactions depend
not only on b, but also on a, the ion-polyion distance of
closest approach, which is assumed to define a "hard"
cylindrical boundary enclosing all the polyion charge.
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Preferential interaction coefficients of the type defined in
Eq. 1 for a three-oomponent system can be formulated also
for sufficienty dilute systems containing more than one poly-
ionic species to describe the effects of a, on equilibria in-
volving at least one polyion. The approximations entailed in
such applicaions have been considered in detail by Anderson
and Record (1993). Most expermental studies of DNA de-
naturation (incuding the ones analyzed here) have been car-
ried out on solutions containing a large enough excess of
electrolyte and a low enough monomolar concentration of
nucleic acid so that the preferential interaction coefficients
of both conformations are well approximated by their cor-
responding vahles at low C,.
To an acceptable degree of accuracy for the present analy-
sis, the effect of a, on the order-disorder transition tem-
perature (T) can be exprsed thretically in terms of AU,
the stoichiometically weighted difference in preferential in-
teraction coefficients (defined per mole of nucleotide mono-
mer) peraining to the disordered and ordered states
, n,2 = 2RTj2d Ina (2)
ANl d(T,')
2R dlna,,
where R is the gas constant, v2, is the stoichiometric coef-
ficient of polynucleotide species J in the denaturation reac-
tion, n2, is the number of polynucleotide strans in species
J, and J = 1 (and thus n2) corresonds to the ordered "re-
actant" state. In addition to the stoichiometric weight v2,
each preferential interacion coefficient in the sum in Eq. 2
is weighted by a factor n2, that arses because r2 and Ar
are expressed per mole ofnucleotide monomer. For example,
in disproportionation of the poly rA-poly rU double helix,
n. = 2, n, = 3(triplex) n23= 1 (single stran),and Ar =(0.75)'22 + (0.25)1F23- r2. The calorimetric tansition en-
thalpy AU0 is defined by analogy to Al as a stoichiometri-
cally weighted sum of terms per mole of nucleotide mono-
mers. Tne derivation of Eq. (2) is based on the Gibbs-
Heloltz equation (cL Privalov et aL, 1969) and a number
of justifiable approximations (Anderson and Record, 1993).
MODEL
Standard model of a nucekic acid
pelyelckolyta soution
The single (SS)-, double (DS)-, and triple T)-sanded
forms of nucleic acids are modeled as impenetrable and in-
flexible cylinders each of which has a characteristic radius
and a uniform continuous axial charge density that are as-
sumed independent of a,. The cooperative units of the
polynucleofides that undergo a conformational transition are
assumed to be sufficiently long so that end effects are neg-
ligible. Thus, small ion distnbutions with respect to the
model polyion vary only in the radial direction, perpendicu-
lar to the cylndrical axis. The form ofthe PB quation, there-
fore, can be simplified, cause there is no evidence that the
details of angular or axial vaiation in distribuns with
respect to the polyion have any substantial effect on the ther-
modynamic coefficients required for the present analysis.
The average charge spacing for double-standed B form
DNA (half of the rise along the helix ais per base pair), b.
is known from x-ray ctures (of both fiber and crystal
forms) to be 1.7 A (cf. Saenger, 1984). Crysalgraphic in-
formation also yields an simate of the average s ural
radius ofthe double helix (--10 A). However, the appropriate
value of a1,s (the io-polyion disance of losest apoch)
in aqueous solhuti depends on the extent to which water of
solvation excludes ions from the grooves of the helix and
from contact with phosphate oxygens. A reasonable upper
limit on anD is 13 A, deduced by assuming that ions (such as
Na+ and C(-) rmain hydated (hard spheres of effective
radius 3 A) and do not penetat the helix grooves signifi-
cantly. We use 8.5 A as a lower limit for a. based on the
locations of the nonesterifled phosphate oxygens (8.9 and
10.3 A; Anott, 1976) and on the value of a, obtained by
fitting the membrane dialysis data ofStauss et aL (1967) (see
Results) However, use of the "mpenetrable cylinder"
boundary condition (spcified below) in solving the cylin-
drical PB equation implies that all the ctural charge on
the polyion must lie within the radius a.
The average axial charge spacig of poly rA-poly rU
(bAu = 1.4 A) and of poly rA-(poly rU)2 (bAU = 1.0 A) are
known from x-ray fiber diffacion (Amott et aL, 1973; Ar-
nott and Bond, 1973; Amott et al, 1976). We investigated
values for the distance of closest aproach of ions to poly
rA-poly rU in the range 9-13 A and for poly rA (poly rU)2
in the range 10-14 A based, as for the case of B-DNA, on
the locatios of the nonesterifled phosphate oxygens and the
possibility that water of solvation resuls in a larrdi
of closest apoach of the ions to the RNA. For denad
B-DNA and for single-snded poly rA and poly rU, ex-
perimental values of the average axial charge spaang m so-
lution have not been determined with precision comparable
with those available for the ordered nucleic acid species.
Estimation of this parameter by fitting exerimental data to
the prdions of the PB cell model for the pref nal -
teraction coefficients is one principal goal of this paper.
The entire solution is modeled as a dielectric continuum,
with dielectric constant e given as a function of temperature
for pure water by (Hasted, 1972)
e = 87.740 - 0.4008T
+ 9398 x 10-4T2-1.410 X 10-6V.
(3)
Inclusion in Eq. 3 of a salt concentati-dependent correc-
tion to the dielectric constant (Hasted et al., 1948) did not
have a sigificant effect on results obtained.
PB cell model
For the "tive" model of a salt-polyelectrolyte solution,
Monte Carlo (MC) simulatios of the thermodynamic prop-
erties ofpolyelectrolyte souionsite that the (relatively
computationally efficient) PB equation is of aptable ac-
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cucy for the purpose of calculating preferential interaction
coefficients (Mills et al., 1986; Paulsen et aL, 1987; Vlachy
and Haymet, 1986). Preliminary results (J. P. Bond, unpub-
lished data) obtained at salt concentrations greater than 1 M
indicate that the relatively small differences between PB and
MC predictions of coion distnbutions cancel significntly
when these distnbutions are integrated to evaluate IF. In the
present study, we have utilized exclusively PB calculations
of AM.
At sufficiently high dilutions of both salt and cylin-
drical polyelectrolyte, the PB cell model (without the con-
densation hypothesis) ratifies the prediction of CC theory
(Manning, 1969) that F has the following "limiting law"
form:
If 4>1: limFPB=1/44.
C3 -c 0
(4)
In Eq. 4 4=eA/EkTb, where e is the protonic charge
(conventionally expressed in e.s.u.), E is the dimension-
less dielectric constant of the solvent, and kT has its usual
significance. Therefore, the limiting value of FPB is di-
rectly proportional to b and is independent of a or any
other structural parameters.
More generally, Anderson and Record (1983) used the PB
cylindrical cell model to show that at sufficient dilution of
polyion and in a sufficient excess of salt (C3 5S :
rFr = -[2 4-e + Sal/4[C
C+(a) = C,(R)eWa) and C(a) = C-(R)e- a). According to
the cell model, the magnitude of R is determined by the
concentration of polyion monomers: C. = 103/'lbR2NA. (A
more complete description of the mathematical form of the
cylindrical PB equation appropriate for the cell model, and
its relationship to the conventional hyperbolic sine form, ap-
propriate for the isolated polyion, has been given elsewhere
(Anderson and Record, 1983).)
For the standard cell model, numerical solution of Eq. 6
is based on the following boundary conditions. To ensure the
electroneutrality of the cell, the outer boundary condition
stipulates that the field vanishes at R:
- =0Rdr R (7a)
At the distance of closest approach ofan ion center to the axis
of a uniformly charged impenetrable polyion, the field is
related to the polyion structural charge density (entirely con-
tained within a) by Gauss' Law:
dy -24
dr aa (7b)
This boundary condition is the ultimate origin of the ap-
pearance of 4 in Eq. 5, which implies, therefore, that the PB
potential and its gradient, both evaluated at the ion-polyion
distance of closest approach, suffice to determine IFPB.
(5)
In Eq. S, S. is proportional to the sum of the local con-
centrations of electrolyte ions_at the polyion surface: S,-
4V,[C+(a) + C_a)],where V.-NAra2b1103 (nota pafial
molar volume) is the volume per polyion monomer excluded
at contact between a small ion (modeled as a hard sphere) and
the polyion (modeled as a hard cylinder); NA is Avogadro's
number, and C+(a) and C_(a) denote the local "contact"
concentrations (at a) of univalent cations and anions, re-
spectively.As C3- 0, there are two limiting values of S,
depending on the magnitude of 4. For 4> 1, S. (4-1)2,
so that Eq. 5 acquires the simple form of Eq. 4, wherein F
is directly proportional to b and independent of a (Anderson
and Record, 1980). At very high salt concentrations, the con-
tact concentrations both approach C3, so that S. -* 44C3 and
I -* -C3V,. Thus, in this case also I is directly pro-
portional to b, but now has a quadratic dependence on a as
well. In the experimental range of C3 C3V. contributes
significantly to F, but generally is not the dominant contri-
bution, and the quantity F - C3 Vu also depends significantly
on C3
At salt concentrations in the typical experimental range,
C+(a) and C_(a) can be evaluated by solving numerically the
PB equation in the form appropriate for a uniformly and
continuously charged cylindrical polyanion:
! d (dy(r)4) r= e2 [C+(R)eY(r)-C_(R)e-Ar)j (6)
rdr dr / -31EkT L%})es)]-6
wherey = -e"I/kT, and I is the mean electrostatic potential
minus its value at the reference surface of radius R. At r = a,
NUMERICAL METHODS
Calculabt of ["PO
Multiple iterative computations of I' are required to de-
termine the values of the structural parameters for the dif-
ferent conformational states that yield optimal fittings of the
calorimetric data. To expedite the fitting procedure, we have
used the isolated polyion model to calculate I' in a single
step instead of employing the conventional PB cell model
evaluation as the slope ofa plot ofC3 vs. C. (see, for example,
Mills et al., 1986). Specifically, we huncate the PB equation
at a suitably chosen "boundary point," at and beyond which
the Debye-Hiuckel linearization of the PB equation is taken
to be valid. The approach is similar to that of Stigter (1975).
Details are available upon request from J. P. Bond. Deter-
minations ofI' reported here agree to 8 decimal places with
I' obtained using substantially (10-fold) largerR and with
FM obtained by use of the conventional PB cell model (from
the slope of a plot of C3 vs. C. with sufficiently largeR). The
current approach is more efficient for the present application,
because iterative evaluations of F' as a fimction of a, b, and
C3 are required. Using a VAXstation 3100, each calculation
of F by the "truncation method" required 1 s.
Calculaion of dTJd In a,
The extent (if any) of linearity of Tm as a function of In a+
is not known a priori. We investigated four functional forms
for Tm (In a,), given by Eq. 8a-d, which are indicated as
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plausible by the extant experimental data.
Tm=A + B.lna, (8a)
1/T, = Ab+ Bbln a, (8b)
Tm=Ac + Bclnaa + C,(lnaa)2 (8c)
lTm= Ad+ Bdlna+ + Cd(Qn a,2 (8d)
where the coefficientsAp, Bp, and C, are fitting parameters. In
general, both Eq. 8a and Eq. 8b are capable of describing the
dependence of Tm on In a, for DNA denaturation data (Can-
tor and Schimmel, 1980), but yield significantly different
estimates of the derivatives in Eq. 2 at the extremes of In a,.
Therefore, we also investigated the use of Eq. 8c and Eq. 8d,
which include the next terms in Taylor expansions of Tm and
T-I as functions ofln a,, and which necessarily yield broader
(more conservative) confidence intervals than Eq. 8a and Eq.
8b, respectively (Seber, 1977). To estimate Al, we per-
formed unweighted linear regression on data fitted to each
of Eq. 8a-d, differentiated with respect to In a+. to obtain
dT1/d In a, or d(T-1)/d In a, and used the resulting deriva-
tive with AHl in the appropriate form of Eq. 2 to obtain
"experimental" values of Ar.
Nonlinear least-squares analysis
Unknown parameters in Eq. 7b and 8a-d were estimated by
minimizing the sum of weighted squared differences be-
tween the experimental measurement of r, Tm. and AHl and
the value predicted by the fitting equations (Draper and
Smith, 1966; Press et aL, 1986; Bates and Watts, 1988). In
fitting the membrane dialysis data of Strauss et al. (1967),
weights were obtained from the SE (reported by Strauss et al.,
1967) of each estimate of r. Calorimetric measurements of
T. and AH' by Privalov et al. (1969) were fitted simulta-
neously. For this weighted least-squares analysis, weights
were obtained from the SEs (assumed independent of In a,)
of the measurements of Tm and AHl, which were estimated
from unweighted linear regression of AHl and T, on In a,.
Marginal confidence intervals were obtained using the "lin-
ear approximation" (Bates and Watts, 1988), which was ex-
plicitly tested for several cases. Calorimetric measurements
of Krakauer and Sturtevant (1968) were analyzed by fitting
AL directly using Eq. 2 with AH° and dT,/d In a, as shown
in Table 2. Details are available from J. P. Bond.
Conbsction of phase diagrams of stability of
native DNA and complexes of poly rA and poly
rU as a function of In a,
We took somewhat different approaches to the experimental
measurements of Tm and AHl for DNA denaturation by
Privalov et al. (1969) (Table 1) as compared with those re-
ported for transitions of complexes of poly rA and poly rU
by Krakauer and Sturtevant (1968) (Table 2). Privalov et al.
(1969) measured AH0 at six values of a, for a single tran-
sition, whereas Krakauer and Sturtevant (1968) measured
AHl at one a, for three of the four transitions of poly
rA-(poly rU)3, n = 1,2, and measured All at three a, for the
melting of poly rA-poly rU. Krakauer and Sturtevant (1968)
obtained additional spectroscopic measurements of Tm for
each ofthe four transitions. We analyzed the data ofPrivalov
et al. (1969) by simultaneously fitting the entire set of All
and Tm measurements, where Tm was descnrbed as a function
of In a, using each of Eq. &8-d. We chose to analyze the data
of Krakauer and Sturtevant (1968) by first fitting to Al ony
at T. asociated with the calorimetric measurements of All"'
and then comparing the resulting predictions of dTm/d In a,
with the spectroscopic data. Given structural parameters a
and b for reactant and product species, dT/d In a+ for tran-
sitions of complexes of poly rA and poly rU was evaluated
using Eq. 2:
dTm RT2
d In a - AH ' (9)
where T7/AH" (Table 2) was assumed constant for each re-
action on the basis of calorimetric data for melting of poly
rA-poly rU and other experimental data (Krakauer and
Sturtevant, 1968; cf. Record et al., 1978). The mean ionic
activity (a,) of NaCl corresponding to a specified choice of
C3 and Tm was obtained by two-dimensional interpolation of
the activity coefficients of Robinson and Stokes (1965) as
a function of concentration and of temperature. At the ex-
perimental values of In a,, Tm was obtained by numerical
integration:
f lna= dTm dina
Tin(ina,)=Tr+ ~dIna, na
Ia!u -
(10)
where TI'.and In a'+YF (which was calculated from C3)
were taken from the (exclusively calorimetric) data reported
by Krakauer and Sturtevant (1969), and appear here in
Table 2. Because Tm appears in Eq. 9 (implicitly though
Eqs. 6 and 7b) as ETm, calculation of dT/d In a+ requires
knowledge of Tm and, therefore, prediction of Tm should be
done self-consistently. However, the dependence of e on T
given by Eq. 3 indicates that the product ET is quite insen-
sitive to T over the range of differences between the value
ofTm thatwas used as input and thatwhichwas obtained from
Eq. 10. Thus, it is assumed that the predictions of Tm are
self-consistent
RESULTS
Calculaton of Al for denaturaon of B4DNA from
the data of Privalov et al. (1969)
On the basis of Eq. 2, the experimental measurements ofAU"
and Tm reported by Privalov et al. (1969) (Table 1) permit
calculation of Ar at each In a,, provided that dT1/d In a, or
d(T-')/d In a, can be estimated. We assume four different
Bo si Jotumal
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functional forms for the dependence of Tm on salt activity,
Eq. 8a-d, and find that all four are capable of fitting the
experimental data well (Fig. 1). When the linear or nonlinear
fitting to each of the four functional forms is differentiated
to obtain dTm/d In a, or d(T-1)/d In a,, the values of Al
obtained using Eqs. 2 and 8a-d are all approximately con-
stant (Table 1), but Ara (from Eq. 8a) and Ab (from Eq. 8b)
are significantly different at the extreme (high and low) salt
activities. The values of Ar estimated by using either of the
quadratic functional forms, Eq. 8c or 8d, are the same:
Arc AFd -0.0803 (with errors shown in Table 1), in-
dependent of a-.. Eq. 8c and 8d provide fittings of essentially
equivalent quality.
Estdmation of a for B-DNA from membrane
dialysis equilibrium data using the PB equatin
Donnan equilibrium studies provide a direct measurement of
rD6 for B-DNA. The best data appear to be those reported by
Strauss et al. (1967). By equilibrium dialysis at 25°C, Strauss
et al. (1967) determined values of the Donnan coefficient
(equivalent to the preferential interaction coefficient defined
in Eq. 1) for helical B-DNA and NaBr at four salt concen-
trations (0.0095, 0.0889, 0.2316, and 0.982 M) using ratios
of DNA to added salt of 0.4, 0.6, and 0.8. Using PB calcu-
lations to fit these data by nonlinear least-squares analysis,
we fixed bs= 1.7 A and found that aDS= 9.44- 0.7A (95%
confidence interval). To illustrate the quality of this fitting,
we calculated r as afunction of C3 with aDs = 9.4A (Fig.
2). The residual errors are all within one SE (as reported
by Strauss et al., 1967), and no systematic error is ap-
parent. Thus, the PB equation is capable of describing
accurately the experimental measurement of r within the
experimental error reported by Strauss et al. (1967)
-4.5 -4.0 -3.5 -3.0 -2.5 -2.0 -1.5
In a
FIGURE 1 Dependences of mid-point tansition temperature T, (L) and
of T.-' (0) for phage T2 (B form)DNA (Privalov et al, 1969) as a function
of the of the NaCi mean ionic activity (na-) at pH 7.0. Fits to
a linear( ) and a quadratic (----) function of Ina are shown. The
caloimetric data (T. and AW) of Privalov et aL (1969) were fit simulta-
neoly usingEq. 2 (with AM) and Eq. 8c(- - ).
Estimation of structural parameters for denatured
DNA using the PB equation and experimental
data for Alf and T.
Eqs. 2 (with ArP) and 8c were used to obtain the unknown
parameters anS, aS, bs,, AC, Bc, and Cc by fitting the experi-
mental measurements of AHl and Tm (Table 1). We fixed aDs
at various values in the range 8.5-13 A, and in each case
determined the remaining parameters (ass, bss, Ac, Bc, Q) by
minimizing the sum of the squared deviations of the pre-
dictions from the experimental data. Estimates of F and Al
are shown in Fig. 3. The fittings of the AH' (Fig. 4) and the
Tm (Fig. 1) data indicate that there are no obvious systematic
deviations and, thus, that the standard model is capable of
describing the data.
The quality of the fitting of the PB standard model to the
calorimetric data (as indicated by the magnitude of the sum
of squared errors) does not depend significantly on the value
assigned to aDs; the sum of squared errors changes by less
than 5% over the range 8.5 A ' aDS ' 13 A. The estimate
of ass depends significantly on aDs (ass is always approxi-
mately 2-4 A less than aDS over the interval 8.5 A ' a. '
13 A), but the estimate of bss does not depend on aDS (<1.2%
variation), as shown in Fig. 5.
The experimental data of Privalov et al. (1969) were ana-
lyzed alternatively using three versions of the counterion
condensation (CC) theory and Eqs. 2, 3, and 8c. The original
(limiting-law) form of the CC theory (Eq. 4) was found to
predict bss = 4.2 + 0.1 A, consistent with the result of
Record et al. (1976). The quality ofthe fitting (assessed using
s, the SD of the fitting) was comparable with that obtained
using the PB equation. In addition, the preferential interac-
tion coefficient was obtained using the molecular CC theory
(Manning, 1978b). Differentiating the expression for the free
energy given by Manning (i.e., the sum of contributions de-
fined by his Eqs. 8 and 9), we found bss = 3.9 ± 0.2 A, but
the quality of the fitting was poorer (s was larger by a
factor of 2.7). Finally, a modified version of the molecular
CC theory (Manning, 1978a; in which rLL is supple-
mented by a term arising from exclusion of coions from
both the polyion structural volume and the volume con-
taining condensed counterions) was not capable of de-
scribing the denaturation data (s was larger than that ob-
tained using the original form of the CC theory by a factor
of 540).
Phase diagram for solutions containing poly rA
and poly rU
We analyzed the experimental estimates of Al' obtained from
the calorimetric data of Krakauer and Sturtevant (1968)
(Table 2) using the PB equation for the standard model, as
descnrbed in Numerical Methods. We found that assigning
single values to ass and to bss for both poly rA and poly rU
permits fitting of all five Ar (Table 2) within 0.0025. The
resulting best fittings were obtained when distances of clos-
est approach for the three RNA species were (without con-
831Bond et a].
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-0.6
FIGURE 2 DNA-NaBr preferen-
tial interaction coefficient F as a func-
tion of the common logarithm of the
NaBr cocentation, log C3. (CI) Ex-
perimental determination of rDF from
membrane dialysis data (with SEs) by
Strauss et al. (1967). ( ) FT" ob-
tined using the sandard model and
adjting the strucal parameter aD
to fit the data (a. = 9.36 AX (--)
[' obtained with aDS at the 95% con-
fidence boundaries (aDm = 8.8 A, a,,
= 9.78 A) (s) Te appro e
95% confidence interval is defined by
the range ofaD where S/S_( ) <
1 + F(1, 3, 0.05V3 (---), where S
and F have their conventional mean-
ings (Bates and Watts, 1988) and S.
is the minimum value of S.
-0.5 -
-0.4 -
" -0.3 -
-0.2 -
-0.1
0.0-
-2.5
fidence intervals) a. = 11.8 A, aT = 13 A, ass = 7.5 A,
and when bss (95% confidence) was 3.2 ± 0.6 A. (The
confidence intervals for ar,, aT, and ass are large because
of correlation, as in Fig. 5 for B-DNA. For example, for
a range of ass it is possible to find aDs and a; that result
in good fits.) Using this set of structural parameters and
the assumption that RTLIAHI is constant (ustified on the
basis of the calorimetric data for dissociation of poly
rA-poly rU (Table 2) and other experimental data
(Krakauer and Sturtevant, 1968; cf. Record et al., 1978)),
we calculated melting temperatures, T., as a function of
In a, for the four reactions of poly rA and poly rU (Fig.
6). The resulting phase diagram quantitatively reproduces
two salient features of the experimental phase diagram
that were not included in the fitting procedure, specifi-
cally: the increase in Tm as a linear function of In a, (at
high salt concentration) for the transition poly rA (poly
rU)2 ---poly rA + 2poly rU; and the nonlinear decrease
in Tm with In a, (also at high salt concentration) for the
disproportionation reaction, poly rA-poly rU -* /2poly
rA-(poly rU)2 + ½/2poly rA.
DISCUSSION
At least below -0.2 M, effects of a, on helix stability are
primarily coulombic in origin, and represent an entropic con-
tnrbution to helix stability in water (Filimonov and Privalov,
1978; cf. review of Record et al., 1981). Manning (1972) first
incorporated modern polyelectrolyte thermodynamic results
into a rigorous, albeit limiting-law (low C3) analysis of the
experimentally observed linear dependence of T. on a, for
the denatuation of various nucleic acids. Record and col-
laborators (Record, 1975; Record et al., 1976) generalized
a. Denatured
-0.20-
0.07
-2-5 -20 -t5 -10-0.5
--0.10-
-0.08-
-0.06 -
-0.05 _
-2.0 -1.5 -1.0 -0.5
lg C3
FIGURE 3 (A) Preferential interaction coefficient [I for single- or
double-stranded phage T2 DNA as a function of log C3. The strctural
parameters of double-stranded DNA were taken to be aDs = 9.4 A and
bDs = 1.7 A and those of the denatured DNA were detrmined by nonlinear
least-squares anlysis tobe ass 6.9 A and bss = 3.4 (B) The difference
of preferential interaction coefficients, AF, of single and double-standed
phage 12 DNA (at the melting tpature) as a funcion of log C3. AF was
determined frm the data of Privaio et aL (1969) (AFb, C>, AFc, [°) or firom
the PB equation (ArB, )
log C3
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FIGURE 4 Transitn endtapy for phage T2 DNA denaturatio AH' z
a functi of the melting temperature T,. () Cakloietrc data of Privalov
et aL (1969). (-) Estimate ofAl obtained using nonlinear least-squares
analysis.
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FIGURE 5 Estimated sucural parameters (ass and bs) for denatured
phage T2 DNA as a function of the assumed disae of closes approach
of ions to native DNA, aDS: (A) as ( ) with 95% confidence interval
(---); (B) bss ( ) with 95% confidence interval (---).
and provided a stoichiometric interpretation of this result,
and analyzed experimental values ofdT,/d In a, for a variety
of nucleic acid order/disorder transitions. Calculations based
on the CC limiting-law theory (Eq. 4), in which the axial
intercharge distance b is the only polyion stuctural quantity,
-2-5
In a
FIGURE 6 Phase diagram of stability of ordered states of poly rA and
poly rU in aqueous NaCl solutions. The dependences of meling tempera-
tures T. on the lgarithm of NaCI actvity (In a-) for the transitions:
(1)AU-A + U; (2)AU-* ½AU, + ½A; (3)AU, AU + U; and (4)-
AU2- A + 2U were determined calorimetrically (0) and spectrophoto-
metically (0, ransitions 1, 2, 4;E, transiti 3) by Krakauer and Sturtevant
(1968). The solid lines are predictios of the PB thermodynamic analysis,
as described in Numerical Methods.
have been shown to be capable of explaining the following
qualitative observations: a) for transitions of DNA or a
polynucleotide from a helix to a completely denatured single-
stranded state, dT./d In a, increases as the number of strands
(1, 2, 3) in the helix inacreases; b) for DNA, dT3/d hn a,
decreases monotonically with increasing p1, becoming
negative above pH 11; and c) dT./d In a, is negative for
disproportionation ofthe polyrA-polyrU duplex into a tiplex
poly rA-(poly rU)2 and a single strand (poly rA).
The applicability of CCLL theory at salt concentrations in
the range 0.01-1.0 M has no clear theoretical foundation, as
indicated by PB calculations (Fixman, 1979; Gueron and
Weisbuch, 1980, Stigter, 1978) and GCMC simulations
(Mills et al., 1985, 1986) for essentially the same model.
Hence, it is important to apply more rigorous theoretical ap-
proaches to analyze values of AT derived from thermody-
namic data (dT,/d In a, and AHl) for the order-disorder tran-
sitions of nucleic acids. Frank-Kamenetskii et al. (1987)
reported that the cylindrical PB equation for the standard
model suffices to predict the dependence on a, of the cou-
lombic component of the free energy difference between na-
tive and denatured states of polymeric DNA. Recently, we
(Olmsted et al., 1991) used grand canonical Monte Carlo
simulations at low a, for a standard model ofoligoelectrolyte
solutions to predict AT for comparisons with values of AT
obtained from experimental measurements of the depen-
dence on a, of T. for denaturation of oligomer dimer and
hairpin helices. On the basis of these calculations, Olmsted
et al. (1991) proposed a resolution of the apparently con-
flicting conclusions about the importance of oligoelectrolyte
end effects for oligonucleotide helix denaturation. In the
present work, we have demonstrated the quantitative appli-
cability of PB calculations of AT to analyze coulombic and
excluded volume effects ofa, on all of the above-mentioned
in 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
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order-disorder tansitions of multistranded nucleic acid he-
lices at neutal pH.
Dependence of Al on a,
From a thermodynamic analysis of their calorimetric mea-
surements for DNA denaturation, Privalov et al. (1969) con-
cluded that the empirical quantity An (according to Eq. 2
equal to 4Al?) is insensitive to the salt concentration. We
have applied satistical methods to fit the dependence of Tm
on a, to several different functional forms (cf. Eq. 8), and
demonstrate that Ar = -0.0803 over the entire range
(0.01-0.2M NaCI) investigated (errors indicated in Table 1).
The experimental results reported by Krakauer and Stur-
tevant (1968) permit conclusions about the consancy of Al
for the transitions of poly rA and poly rU. Their calorimetric
measurements of AU0 (Table 2) for denaturation of poly
rA-polyrU indicate that AWN/RT is approximately constant
Their calorimetric and spetrosopic measurements of T. for
this tansition (Fig. 6) demonstrate that T. is appoximately
a linear function of In a, (i.e., dT./d In a, is approximately
constant). Thus, from Eq. 2, Al for denaturaion of poly rA-
poly rU is approximately constant For denaturation of poly
rA-(poly rU)2, the melting temperature T. is a linear function
of the NaCI activity. Assming thatAWIR7T is constant, Al
for the melting of the triplex is also independent of a,. In
contast, for the disproportionation reaction poly rA-poly
rU -* ½poly rA-(poly rU)2 + ½2poly rA, T. is not a linear
function of the salt activity, so (if Af17/T. is constant) Al
vanes significandy with salt concentation over the range of
salt activities (0.1-0.8 M).
On the basis of our PB calculations for the standard modeL
the experimentally based inference that A is independent of
a, for DNA denaturato can be accounted for via compen-
sation of the a, dependences of rDs and ?ss, with s l
parameters for denatured DNA that can be specified withn
a narrow range (especially in the case of bs) when the cor-
responding parameters for the ordered state are fixed at
known (or most probable) values. However, in contrast to
any expectation based on the apparent extended validity of
Maning's limiting-law expressions, the individual prefer-
ential interaction coefficients are predicted to vary substan-
tially with a, in the experimental range. The PB cell model
and the CC theory agree at (limiting) low salt concentrations
(Anderson and Record, 1983). The extent to which com-
pensation of lDs and rss can yield a relatively constant vale
of Al is sensitive to the values ofaD (fixed) and ass (fitted).
That is, the PB equation would predict values ofAl that were
highly dependent on a, for other values of aM and ass.
In our PB analysis, we did not specify a fixed value for a.,
but investigated a range of values, and the resulting estimate
of ass depends on aDs. Thus, although ass is not predicted
uniquely by our analysis, all values of ass as a function ofaDs
were found to correspond to Vss 1.1 VDs (where Vss and
VDs are defined as in Eq. 5). Although the notation V is not
intended to imply that this "excluded volume" contrbution
that apman and Satutevant (1969) found that the partial
molar volumes of native and denatured DNA are the same
within experimental error. From our analysis of the data of
Krakauer and Sturtevant (1968) we found that for the RNA
species the estimates of the ructural parameters yield
VSS 0-95V'M 9VDS'
We found that PB calculations based on the standard
model are capable of fitting the calorimetric data reported
by Krakauer and Sturtevant (1968) for all four order-dis-
order transitions of poly rA and poly rU; and, assming
AlP/RI'2 is constant, the constant value of Al for the dis-
sociation of poly rA-poly rU can be fitted with reasonable
stuctural parameters for the ordered and disordered states.
Our PB calculations sccessfilly predict the linearity of T.
as a function of In a, for the dissociation of poly rA-(poly
rU), and the curvature of T. as a function of In a, for the
disproportionation of poly rApoly rU po rA-(poly
rU)2 + ½poly rA. For the disproportionation transition, both
Ar and AH0/Ri2. are smaller in magnitude than for the other
reactions, and from Eq. 9, dT/d In a, is proportional to their
ratio. Thus, variations in the magnitude of caused by
changes in a, correspond to larger variations in dT/d In a,
relaive to the other transitions (a twofold variation of dT/
d In a, is observed). Even though AV, for this reaction is
small, C3 is large enough so that the contribution to Al aris-
ing from the term -C3AV, accounts for asicant faction
(55-75%) of the change in the preferential interaction co-
efficients, and this contribution is directly proportional to the
salt concentration. For the disproportionation reaction, the
variation in Al is caused in large partby the excluded volume
contribution expressed by C3AV, .
Estimato of nuceic acid strwctural PMm s
from emodynamic data
Several studies have presented analyses of the effect of a,
on T, of order-disorder transitions of various nucleic acid
helices as a basis for estimating the mean axial distanc be-
tween phosphate charges in the denatr form (cf. reviews
of Record et al., 1978; Maning, 1978). From CC-based
limiting-law (low-salt) analyses of DNA denaturation data,
Record et al. (1976) and M (1976) obtained values of
bss (4.1 and 3-4 A, respectively) that are similar to those
obtained here frm the more rigorous PB analysis (3.2 and
3.4 A) and significntly less than bss expected for a fully
extended strand (-7 A). Frank-Kamenetskii et aL (1987)
used coulombic free energies obtained from the cylindrical
PB equation to deduce that bss = 3.4 A provided a better fit
toDNA denaturation data than bss = 6.5 A. The approximate
agreement between the limiting-law and the PB predictions
for bs; must result from the compensation in AF?B between
a,-dependent corrections to I' for both reactant and product
species. (Recall that I' (eq. 4) is specified entirely by the
ucual q tit b.)
Record et al. (1976) analyzed the data of Krakaner and
Sturtevant (1968) with analytic expression deuced from
to l?' is equivalent to a partial molar volme, it is of interest
834 nSma
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charge distances of the individual poly rA and poly rU
strands that are substantially less than those of the extended
single strands (bu = 4.5 A, bA = 3.1 A). We find that use
of a single value of the axial charge distance, bss = 3.2 A,
results in values of Fr that are dependent on C3 for ordered
and disordered forms and accurately descnrbes the thermo-
dynamic data.
Experimental information about the axial charge
spacing of singlestanded nucleic acids
By fitting the (effectively constant) experimental value ofAr
with the preferential interaction coefficients predicted by the
(standard) cylindrical PB equation, we find that the average
axial inter-phosphate distance of denatured DNA is 3.4 ± 0.2
A and that of single-stranded RNA (poly rA, poly rU) is
3.2 + 0.6 A. Manning (1976, 1978) has argued that a value
of bss in the range 3-4 A is consistent with experimental
information obtained from x-ray scattering (Gulik et al.,
1970). (A review of experimental studies of the structure of
single-stranded nucleic acids can be found in Saenger (1984)
and Cantor and Schimmel, 1980.) Information about the axial
charge spacing of single-stranded polynucleotides is avail-
able from spectroscopic studies of homopolymers, which do
not form double-stranded helices at neutral pH. The fact that
both poly rA and poly rC are hypochromic relative to their
respective nucleotides at low temperatures (as is denatured
DNA, to a lesser extent) suggests that adjacent bases stack
(argued in greater detail in Cantor and Schimmel, 1980) and,
therefore, that the average axial charge spacing must be close
to 3.4 A, the optimal stacking distance. As temperature is
increased, the extinction coefficient approaches that of the
monomeric units, indicating an unstacking transition. Spec-
troscopic (Barszcz and Shugar, 1964; Riley et al., 1966; see
analysis by Record, 1967; Record et al., 1976) and calori-
metric (Filimonov and Privalov, 1978) studies have shown
that the melting temperature for single-stranded RNA un-
stacking is insensitive to a,. AHl (reported for the unstacking
of poly rA by Filimonov and Privalov, 1978) and dT,/d
In a, can be used to obtain an estimate of AU for the un-
stacking transition of poly rA_ Because dT,/d In a, is small
in magnitude and AH' is comparable with those of the other
transitions analyzed here, AU for single strand unstacking is
small in magnitude compared with other transitions. There-
fore, we conclude that the change in the axial charge spacing
upon unstacking is small, and that both stacked and un-
stacked single-stranded nucleic acids have axial charge spac-
ings that are much smaller than the extended (all-trans)
single strnd. Indeed the all-trans conformation has been
considered an improbable conformation because of the un-
favorable consequences for solvation of charged phosphates
(Alden and Kim, 1979) and unfavorable intramolecular in-
teractions (Kim et al., 1973).
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